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Abstract

Large amount of user-generated data are
posted online in social media platforms, in-
cluding user preferences, dining and leisure
activities, events, news and personal blogs.
This resulted in varying efforts to process so-
cial media data using NLP and ML algorithms
for topic classification, sentiment analysis and
detection, and events classification. Such in-
formation are problematic to process, as they
tend to be short, informal, inconsistent, and
are highly contextualized. A series of tasks is
involved from collecting, pre-processing, clas-
sification and extraction before social media
data can be used. In this study, we built a
multi-class classifier model to process Face-
book posts in order to identify a user’s online
persona based on his/her preferences. Infor-
mation extraction is then applied to find rele-
vant data from the classified posts that can be
used to generate a description of the user’s on-
line persona. The classifier currently achieves
an accuracy of 76.02% and an F1 score of
73.10% using 10-fold cross validation from a
dataset containing 16,682 posts.

1 Introduction

Facebook is the primary online social networking
platform with an average of 1.45 billion daily active
users worldwide. It has catered to the communica-
tion and socialization of its users to achieve varying

purposes, including personal, academics (Kramer,
2015; Prescott et al., 2015), and business transac-
tions (Hutchings, 2012; Culnan et al., 2010). By
building a public profile, users combine text, im-
ages and video to share numerous kinds of con-
tent ranging from personal stories and activities to
events, news, memes, blog posts, and business-
oriented posts, to reach a large audience base.

People’s online activities, reflected through their
participation, motivation and practices, can be used
to construct their online persona (Queensberry,
2015). An online persona is defined to be the so-
cial identity that an Internet user establishes in on-
line communities and websites (Carminati et al.,
2013). The study of Zhao, Grasmuck and Jason
Martin (2008) revealed three (3) modes of online
identity construction. These are visual with the use
of display pictures, photos, and wall posts; enumer-
ating hobbies, interests, and favorites; and describ-
ing oneself through narratives. While the study of
Soraj (2011) argues that the persona people exhibit
in social media platforms may not necessarily re-
flect their true identity, it is still worth exploring
how automatic Facebook data classification accord-
ing to user preferences can be used in online persona
identification. This is essential in various fields,
e.g. business, literature, and computing technology,
wherein an understanding of the characteristics of
users and/or consumers can aid in personalizing ser-
vices and presentation of relevant information.
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Several research efforts have combined NLP and
ML algorithms to process the large amount of user-
generated data from this platform, specifically with
the motive of finding trends or patterns about the
user’s shared participation and practices. Using
Facebook data, mainly posts, several studies have
investigated on topic classification (Benkhelifa and
Laallam, 2016), sentiment analysis or detection
(Setty et al., 2014), and life events classification
(Kinsella et al., 2011; Hade et al., 2017).

In online persona identification, An et al. (2016)
utilized the URL links in Facebook posts to con-
struct personas aimed primarily at product and con-
tent marketing. Because of the data privacy poli-
cies of Facebook, several factors that contribute to
persona identification, namely gender, hobbies and
liked pages, were not utilized. Instead, they resorted
to using data retrieved from AJ+, a tool that allows
viewing of digital content in SNS, smart phones,
and other smart gadgets. Persona preferences were
represented as clusters obtained by performing K-
means++ clustering and listing of top 100 domains,
yielding seven clusters of common interests. An-
other study by Tsai et al. (2015) performed concept
semantic analysis on the user’s Facebook posts, likes
and shares, which are referred to as his/her activities
and interests. Past and current actions were observed
through the use of social behavioral patterns.

Working with user-generated data such as those
found in Facebook poses some challenges, as they
tend to be noisy (Petz et al., 2013; Dey and Haque,
2009; Abbasi et al., 2008) in nature. That is, texts
are expressed in informal language and incomplete
sentences. They may also contain incorrect gram-
mar, misspelled words, emoticons, abbreviations
and unnecessary capitalizations.

In this paper, we first present the ML techniques
we used to build our user preference classifier mod-
els. We also present an analysis on the performance
of the classifier models given the known issues in
working with social media data. We then discuss the
information extraction techniques we applied on the
classified posts in order to extract data that may be
relevant in describing a user’s online persona. We
end our paper with a brief discussion on using the
extracted data as a knowledge source to generate a
user’s persona.

2 Building the Classifier Models

Several supervised ML algorithms were used in
building the user preferences classifier models. The
model with the highest F1 score is then used for
identifying a user’s online persona.

In the absence of scientifically validated persona
labels, a set of user preference labels was first es-
tablished by manually inspecting and annotating a
small dataset comprising of 8,660 instances of text-
based posts, liked pages and events. The resulting
top five (5) persona labels is shown in Table 1.

Label Description
The Fangirl/Fanboy admires and stans celebri-

ties or public figure
The Foodie loves food and food-

related activities like
eating, cooking, etc.

The Gamer plays games and interacts
through it

The Melancholic post revolves on hating on
people, swearing; hates
their life and everything in
it; somber tone of status
update

The Sports Fanatic passionate for sport
games and athletes

Table 1: Top Five (5) Persona Labels

The training dataset, containing 16,682 instances,
was formed by combining the initial dataset used in
establishing the user preference labels and collecting
additional Facebook data. Both datasets were gath-
ered with consent from individual Facebook users of
18 years of age and above. It is comprised of text-
based posts, liked pages and events, which we refer
to as Facebook posts in general, and written in mixed
Filipino and English languages.

The text-based posts include the caption, and may
optionally contain the name of the page or caption
of the shared content. The liked pages and events
include the name of the page/event and description
of the page/event. The description is necessary be-
cause the name and category of the page/event can-
not solely determine the type of user preference the
page/event corresponds to.

Pre-processing was performed to clean the data,
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but no normalization was performed. Because social
media language is constantly changing, the available
normalization tools for English and Filipino lan-
guages may not fully adapt to the dynamic content of
posts. For example, it was observed that the use of
LOL differs across user communities, wherein one
context may imply “laugh out loud” while another
context may mean “League of Legends”. Cleaning
involves the removal of emojis, languages that use
non-Latin alphabets, URLs, punctuations and dig-
its, extra white spaces, and English and Filipino stop
words. All texts were converted to lowercase to en-
sure that non-redundant features will be produced in
feature extraction.

To further understand the textual content of each
label in the dataset, the top frequently occurring
words reflective of each persona label were gener-
ated. These are shown in Table 2. Based on the
results, we have observed that the publicly avail-
able dictionaries of English and Filipino stop words
are still insufficient to cover certain cases, such as
“shared”, “official”, and “page” and “mo” (you),
“naman” and “yung” (the), to name a few. These
missing stop words that are particular to Facebook
data were detected with the use of the top frequently
occurring words and were manually added.

2.1 Multi-Class Classification

Features were extracted from the pre-processed texts
together with the labels using word n-grams of 1, 2,
3, ranges of 1-2, ranges 1-3, and term frequency-
inverse document frequency (tf-idf) weight calcula-
tion that includes a stemmer analyzer. Tf-idf can be
computed by (Larson, 2010):

tf =
Number of times term t appear in a document

Total number of terms in a document

idf = log(
Total number of documents

Number of documents with term t in it
)

tf − idf = tf × idf

Two factors were considered in selecting n-grams
as features. First, Facebook has strict data privacy
policy that limits the available data to be extracted
to mainly textual content. Secondly, our study also

aims to determine the effectiveness of words in so-
cial media text as indicators of user preferences and
online persona.

Since we are dealing with a multi-class clas-
sification problem, classifiers that apply One-Vs-
The-Rest (OvR) strategy which is a fair default
choice for multi-class classification rather than One-
Vs-One (OvO) strategy (Pedregosa et al., 2011),
were trained on the dataset and features. These
are the Gradient Boosting Classifier (GBC), Lin-
ear SVC (LSVC), Logistic Regression (LR), Logis-
tic Regression CV (LRCV), Stochastic Gradient De-
scent Classifier (SGDC), Perceptron (P), and Passive
Aggressive Classifier (PAC). Among the evaluation
methods, K-Folds Cross Validation (k=10) was per-
formed as it better estimates the out-of-sample data
(new and unseen).

Model Accuracy Precision Recall F1
score

GBC 72.76% 72.70% 72.76% 66.99%
LSVC 74.80% 73.71% 74.80% 72.22%
LR 72.23% 73.31% 72.23% 65.59%
LRCV 74.90% 73.65% 74.90% 70.85%
SGDC 74.87% 74.39% 74.87% 70.42%
P 71.03% 69.95% 71.03% 69.83%
PAC 72.97% 71.93% 72.97% 71.59%

Table 3: Performance of Multi-class Classifiers
with Unigram Features

Model Accuracy Precision Recall F1
score

GBC 72.77% 72.72% 72.77% 67.00%
LSVC 74.70% 74.18% 74.70% 70.51%
LR 70.11% 73.55% 70.11% 61.13%
LRCV 74.49% 74.11% 74.49% 69.96%
SGDC 73.57% 74.71% 73.57% 67.61%
P 73.79% 72.22% 73.79% 71.93%
PAC 75.08% 73.81% 75.08% 72.28%

Table 4: Performance of Multi-class Classifiers
with 1-2 N-grams Features

The models performed best with unigrams and 1-
2 n-grams as features with accuracies ranging from
70% - 76% and F1 scores of 61% - 73% as shown
in Tables 3 and 4, respectively. The low-performing
models are those with bigrams and trigrams as fea-
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# Others The Fangirl/ boy The Foodie The Gamer The Melancholic The Sports Fanatic
1 philippines series food game bored team
2 manila film sm games dont football
3 world music city play naman sports
4 people love philippines world hate nba
5 city world pizza league public basketball
6 love beat mall team time world
7 university philippines best gaming know club
8 dlsu album starbucks players d league
9 best fan chocolate join love game
10 students fans center dota life kobe

Table 2: Top 10 Words for each User Preferences Labels

tures having an accuracy range of 66% - 72% and F1
scores of 53% - 66%.

2.2 Selecting the Best Classifier Model

Out of all the 35 models trained, Passive Aggres-
sive Classifier with 1-2 n-grams features performed
the best, achieving a 75.08% accuracy and 72.28%
F1-score. We also note that as the range of n-gram
increases, the performance of the models decreases.
The noisy nature of Facebook data may attribute to
this performance degradation as 2 or 3 unique con-
secutive words appear less frequently in posts.

In choosing the best model, we have considered
the accuracy paradox, which states that “high accu-
racy is not necessarily an indicator of high classifier
performance” (Valverde, 2014). This phenomenon
is highly associated to an imbalanced dataset which
characterizes our case. Therefore, we decided to rely
on the F1 score computed on macro-average (Van
Asch, 2013) to utilize both precision and recall since
F1 score provides the harmonic average between the
two mentioned evaluation metrics:

Bmacro =
1

q

q∑
λ=1

B(tpη fpη tnη fn)

Computing the F1 score based on macro-average
instead of micro-average (traditional computation)
gives equal weight to the classes. In this sense,
we can obtain how effective the model is on small
classes, rather than the large classes. Targeting the
effectiveness of the model on small classes is nec-
essary as the the top (5) user preferences labels are
considered such.

2.3 Reducing the Features

As an additional experiment, classifier models were
trained again, this time, with reduced features. Gen-
erally, feature reduction techniques in ML does not
absolutely guarantee improvement in the classifier’s
performance, thus, validation is needed in this spe-
cific dataset and classification problem.

Since bigrams and trigrams showed significantly
lower performances than other n-grams features,
feature selection was only applied to unigrams, 1-
2 n-grams, and 1-3 n-grams. Selecting the 10%,
20%, and 30% only of features using the ANOVA
F-value and chi-squared test, hundred thousands of
features were reduced. Based on the validation re-
sults, the classifier model actually performed better
using only a small set of relevant features with Pas-
sive Aggressive Classifier still performing the best
as highlighted in Table 5. With the 10% selected
features using chi-squared in unigrams (3,810 in to-
tality), it gained an accuracy of 76.02% and an F1-
Score of 73.10%.

Model Accuracy Precision Recall F1
Score

GBC 72.15% 71.53% 72.15% 66.00%
LSVC 75.94% 75.33% 75.94% 72.54%
LR 71.71% 72.91% 71.71% 64.52%
LRCV 75.56% 74.89% 75.76% 72.20%
SGDC 73.36% 73.09% 73.36% 67.52%
P 72.48% 71.18% 72.48% 71.00%
PAC 76.02% 74.73% 76.02% 73.10%

Table 5: Performance of Multi-class Classifiers
with Reduced 1 N-grams
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According to Smialowski (2010), however, the
performance of any model trained using supervised
feature selection will experience overfitting unless
evaluated against a new and unseen testing data.

3 Extracting Data from Posts

Relevant information for persona generation is ex-
tracted from a given set of classified posts by per-
forming context understanding and then generating
a set of data frames. Prior to information extraction,
the classified posts are grouped according to their
labels, since different approaches in extraction are
applied per label. Data cleaning is also performed to
reduce errors and inconsistencies in the data.

3.1 Data Cleaning

A Facebook post contains three main elements,
namely event, shared post caption, and thoughts.
Event comprises text that is automatically gener-
ated by Facebook to describe the user activity and
is usually expressed as “<User>shared <Facebook
page>’s post” and “<User>is at <Location>with
<tagged people>.” The shared post caption is the
caption of the post that the user shared on his/her
timeline. This element is included to provide con-
text and clarify user sentiments that are sometimes
vaguely stated or missing in the user’s post. The
thoughts element contains the user-generated con-
tent in a post’s “What’s on your mind?” field.

The event text is retained as is without undergoing
any cleaning, to prevent introducing new errors, as
illustrated in Table 6.

Original USER shared Foodi-
verse’s post

Cleaned USER shared Universi-
dad’s post.

Table 6: Results of Cleaning the Event

Mild cleaning is applied for shared post caption,
which involves removing hashtags, mentions and
tagged people, and translating Tagalog words to En-
glish. There are three reasons behind this. First,
some captions are long, consuming a considerable
amount of processing time during cleaning. Sec-
ondly, it was also observed that when the shared
post caption undergoes thorough cleaning, new er-
rors would be introduced, as illustrated in Table 7.

Lastly, the caption is only needed to support context
understanding of the user’s thoughts, as discussed in
Section 3.2 Context Understanding.

Thorough cleaning, on the other hand, was ap-
plied to user thoughts and involves a series of steps.
These are the removal of hashtags and mentions; ex-
traction of tagged people; removal of HTML tags;
standardization of words; removal of expressions
like “Haha” and “Hehe”, newlines, emoticons, spe-
cial characters, URLs and email addresses; apostro-
phe lookup; slang lookup; spelling corrector; and
translation from Tagalog to English. Only the user
thought element of a post undergoes this extensive
cleaning process because it is the primary source for
information extraction, wherein the inconsistencies
in the grammar structure and the presence of infor-
mal words would make it difficult for context under-
standing to determine the message that the user is
trying to convey. Table 8 shows the results of apply-
ing thorough cleaning on a sample user thought.

Thorough
Cleaning

oreo cookie cheesecake!
this must be a dream?
? follow Universidad for
a whole new food pass-
word

Mild Cleaning OREO COOKIE CHEESE-
CAKE! This must be a
dream? ? Follow Food-
iverse for a whole new
food world !.

Table 7: Results of Thorough vs Mild Cleaning of
Shared Post Caption

Original
Post

di ko na pala kailangan
lumayo para sa korean
food na yan hahaha?.

Cleaned Post I do not have to go away
for that korean food any-
more?.

Table 8: Results of Thorough Cleaning of a User
Thought

Despite the reduction in errors and inconsisten-
cies in the labelled dataset after the cleaning pro-
cess, there are still some challenges that need to be
addressed. The attached words commonly found
in hashtags should be split in order to utilize ad-
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ditional information that these can provide (Gian-
noulakis and Tsapatsoulis, 2016). The identifica-
tion of slang words requires a dictionary that is con-
stantly updated to keep up with the dynamic changes
evident in the way people use slang words in their
posts (Pedersen, 2007). Users also tend to express
their feelings using emojis (Hakami, 2017). Pro-
cessing such elements in a post can further increase
the understanding on user thoughts.

3.2 Context Understanding

To extract relevant data from a user’s post that de-
scribes his/her activities, context understanding in-
volves determining the subject of the post, and then
identifying other supporting details such as descrip-
tion, activity and subject type. Table 9 enumerates
the specific list of information that will be extracted
depending on a post’s user preference label. The
subject to be identified from the post based on its
label is shown in boldface.

The Foodie Person, Food, Adjective, Verb,
Organization, Type, Friends, Lo-
cation, Sentiment, SentClass,
Date, Time

The Fangirl
/Fanboy

Person, FanOf, Adjective, Verb,
Event, Type, Friends, Organiza-
tion, Location, Sentiment, Sent-
Class, Date, Time

The Sports
Fanatic

Person, Sport, Team, FanOf,
Achievement, Verb, Event,
Type, Friends, Organization,
Location, Sentiment, SentClass,
Date, Time

The Gamer Person, Game, Adjective, Verb,
FanOf, Team, Event, Type,
Friends, Organization, Location,
Sentiment, SentClass, Date,
Time

Table 9: List of Information to be Extracted

There are four possible situations in finding the
subject, depending on the user’s purpose for mak-
ing the post, i.e., providing a statement, expressing
a sentiment, narrating an activity, and describing the
subject. A post is identified as providing a statement
when the user is claiming something about the sub-
ject. Consider the following post:

“also. oldcodex performs theme song for all 3
compilation films opening this year.”

The user is sharing details about oldcodex, which
is identified to be the subject of the post. In this
instance, the supporting details to be extracted are
the subject, organization, type, tagged friends, date
and time.

A post is identified as expressing a sentiment
when the user shares his/her thoughts and feelings
towards the subject. Consider the following post:

“I am a bit disappointed with Sherlock Holmes.”

The user is expressing a negative sentiment
(SentClass) towards the subject, which is Sherlock
Holmes. In this situation, the supporting details to be
extracted are the subject, organization, type, senti-
ment, sentiment class, tagged friends, date and time.
IBM Watson’s sentiment analysis feature is used to
determine the sentiment of a given word.

A post is identified as narrating an activity when
the user performs an activity to the subject. This fol-
lows the transitive verb sentence structure in which
the doer, action and receiver have to be distin-
guished. Given that user-generated texts are some-
times incomplete, there are cases when the doer can-
not be determined. In this case, the doer is assumed
to be the user. An example of this is the post “Crav-
ing for Isaw” where the subject is “Isaw” and the
doer is the user because it is not explicitly stated. In
this instance, the supporting details to be extracted
are the subject, organization, type, verb, event, loca-
tion, achievement, tagged friends, date and time.

Finally, a post such as “the lion king is so far
the best movie for me.” is identified as describing
a subject, when the subject “the lion king” is be-
ing described by the user as “the best”. The sup-
porting details to be extracted in this type of posts
are the subject, organization, type, adjective, tagged
friends, date and time.

3.3 Data Frames
The details extracted from the posts are stored into
a data frame consisting of the following: person or
user’s name, subject, subject type, adjective describ-
ing the subject, verb describing the action, and other
details as enumerated in Table 9. A sample data
frame for a post with The Foodie label and with food
as the subject is shown in Listing 1.
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{
"Person": "Hazel",
"Food": "korean spicy noodles",
"Adjective": none,
"Verb": "crave",
"Organization": none,
"Type": ["grains and pasta"],
"Tagged_Friends": none,
"Location": none,
"Sentiment": none,
"SentClass": none,
"Date": "June 20, 2017",
"Time": "14:36",

}

Listing 1: Data frame for a post labeled The Foodie.

A data frame is used to construct assertions for
a given user preference label. An assertion, in the
literary concept, is defined as a positive statement
regarding a belief or a fact. It could be transformed
into statements that provide descriptions to support a
user’s identified online persona based on his/her user
preferences. Each user preference label has its asso-
ciated set of assertion types – five assertion types for
The Fangirl/Fanboy, six for The Gamer, three for
The Foodie, and six for The Sports Fanatic.

Consider the assertion types for The Foodie label
shown in Table 10. For each parameter in an as-
sertion type, the system looks for a corresponding
parameter in the data frame. The associated value
of the matching parameter is then used to instantiate
an assertion type. The process is repeated until all
assertion types for a given user preference label has
been instantiated. Using the sample data frame in
Listing 1, the resulting instantiated assertion types
are shown in Listing 2.

food_describe("Hazel", "korean spicy noodles",
null, null, "grains and pasta")

food_activity("Hazel", "korean spicy noodles",
"crave", null, null, null, "grains and
pasta")

food_sentiment("Hazel", "korean spicy noodles",
null, null, "grains and pasta")

Listing 2: Instantiated assertion types for a post
labeled The Foodie.

From the resulting assertion instances, only those
assertion(s) whose required parameters contain val-
ues will be selected. With this rule, the assertion
type food describe is not selected since it lacks a
value for one of its required parameters, i.e., the de-
scription of the food.

assertion
type

description parameters

food describe used to state a
description of the
food

Person,
Food, De-
scription,
Organization,
Type

food activity used to state the
activity about
food that a person
is doing at a cer-
tain location with
his/her friends

Person,
Food, Ac-
tion, Or-
ganization,
Location,
Tagged Friend,
Type

food sentiment used to state the
sentiments of the
person about the
food

Person,
Food, Sen-
timent,
SentClass,
Type

Table 10: Assertion Types for The Foodie

The extracted information is highly affected by
mislabels and problems in the Facebook data. There
are instances when the extracted information is not
related at all to the identified user preference label.
Consider the sample post below that has been la-
beled as The Fangirl/Fanboy:

”it took me this long to realize i can just put another
fan in my room”

The post is not at all connected to The Fangirl/-
Fanboy user preference but it has been labeled as
one because of the word ”fan”. Since the post can
be identified as narrating an activity, the extracted
information can be used to instantiate a fan activity
assertion type.

Furthermore, the missing context in some posts
made it difficult to determine the subject and its as-
sociated details from the posts. The problem is com-
pounded by the presence of contents such as song
lyrics, lines from a movie, and quotes from a book.

4 Generating the Online Persona

A persona description for a given user has
three components, namely personal information,
overview, and user preferences. The overview de-
scribes the basic information of the Facebook user.
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The user preferences contains a narrative to justify
each of the identified persona.

The assertions derived from the extracted data are
represented as RDF and used as the knowledge re-
source for a grammar-based generator. The story
generator selects relevant assertions to form the per-
sona description. Each persona label has an associ-
ated set of grammar rules to generate the story text.
An example persona description generated for a user
labelled as The Foodie is shown in Listing 3.

She enjoys eating different cuisines
specifically philippine cuisine, japanese
cuisine and italian cuisine. For philip-
pine cuisine, she likes to eat isaw. For
japanese cuisine, she likes to eat ramen.
For italian cuisine, she likes to eat
pizza. Besides that, she enjoys eating
grains and pasta food like korean
spicy noodles. She likes oreo cheesecake
for dessert. She went to food places like
Bubblicitea Cafe.

Listing 3: Sample persona description for a user
labeled as The Foodie.

The generated persona-based life story underwent
end-user evaluation using two main criteria, namely,
language and content. The language criterion as-
sesses the correctness of spelling, punctuation, capi-
talization and grammar. While results show the pres-
ence of misspelled words, grammar errors and irrel-
evant information, users generally find the story to
be creative and interesting. The content criterion as-
sesses the generated online persona and the context
of the story. Results show that the story contained
information sourced from the user’s Facebook posts,
but on occasion, can miss a few things about the user
and can even include information that is not applica-
ble to the selected persona. For example, the text
”Game of Thrones Rocks My World.”, which makes
reference to an American TV series, should not have
been included as part of the description for a user
whose persona is The Gamer.

5 Conclusion and Future Work

A user’s online persona is expressed in his/her pref-
erences which can be extracted from his/her social
media posts, likes, interests and activities. In this
study, a multi-class classifier model was built in
order to identify the online persona based on user
preferences in Facebook posts. Through the use of

word/s (n-grams) found in social media data as fea-
tures, the study investigated the effectiveness of the
words or textual content of social media text as the
primary indicator of one’s preferences. Once la-
belled, relevant information are then extracted from
the posts to produce data frames that serve as the
knowledge resource for the generation of story-
based persona description.

Validation results showed that the use of all ex-
tracted features will not necessarily lead a classi-
fier model to perform at its best. Experiments con-
ducted using only 10% of the features, specifically in
the unigrams, revealed that the Passive Aggressive
Classifier achieved the highest performance among
the different models that were trained, with an ac-
curacy of 76.02% and F1-Score of 73.10%. There
is an approximately 1% increase in comparison with
the performance of the best-performing model in the
non-reduced features. However, the best-performing
model of the reduced features should be evaluated
against an out-of sample test set in order to know its
true performance.

Future works could focus on improving the pre-
processing done on the dataset by applying normal-
ization techniques, which can provide additional in-
formation to help clarify the context of the post. The
performance of the classifier model can also be im-
proved through exploration of different ratios or per-
centages of reduced features and parameter tuning.
The performance of the best-performing model(s)
could be further validated through experiments that
consider the FB posts on a per user perspective, to
reduce the impact of an unbalanced dataset caused
by heavy posting of certain users.

The correctness of the information extraction
module largely depends on the correct classifica-
tion of the posts and the availability of clean data.
Mis-labelled posts present difficulty in the identifi-
cation of the subject of the post. This could lead
to the extraction of incorrect details, which in turn
affects the quality of the assertions that will subse-
quently be used for the generation of persona de-
scription. Further works should also look into iden-
tifying more subject situations, expanding the labels
to cover more user preferences, and improving the
data cleaning performed on social media texts.
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